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Introduction  

During the production process deve,.lopment for the 
manufacture of an experimental supersonic aircraft , an unusual 
and difficult grinding problem was encountered. 

Arising from the xperimental work carried out to solve 
this problem, a method of numerically evaluating the efficiency 
of grinding wheels and coolants, was developed. 	This evaluation 
is based on the fact that under constant and limited grit load 
conditions which can be set up in a surface grinding operation, 
the edge of the grinding wheel which makes initial contact with 
the workpiece breaks down and forms an approach angle as shown 
in Fig. 1. 	Once this angle is established, its dimensions 
remain almost constant, and with continued use of the wheel the 
angle recedes across the face of the wheel. 	It is the 
recognition of the variables which control the dimensions of this 
approach angle (alpha) together with the rate at which it recedes 
across the wheel face, and the amount of work done at each 
increment of recession, on which the numerical evaluation of the 
efficiency of the grinding wheel and the causes of the limitations 
are based. 

A description of the methods used for determining the 
characteristics of grinding wheels and coolants are included 
together with the calculations which are necessary when the 
data obtained from tests carried out on the surface grinding 
machine are to be interpreted and applied to the cylinder 
grinding internal grinding or form grinding processes. 

1. 	Numerical evaluation of the grinding process  

The method of evaluation is centred upon the recognition 
of the variables which control the proportions of the triangle 
containing alpha, the leading edge approach angle (Fig 1). The 
surface grinding process is considered. 

(a) 
	

The two methods of measuring the approach angle on the  
leading. edge of the wheel  

The measurement of the approach angle is achieved in 
two ways. 

1. 	By smearing a thin layer of engineers marking blue on the 
surface of the workpiece and bringing the grinding wheel 
down just to remove this along the path the wheel makes 
when the table is longitudinally traversed with no cross 
feed. Fig 2 shows this method. From Fig 2 it is seen 
that, using a pair of sharp dividers, the width of the 
wheel path can be measured to less than 0.010 ins., 
which is less than one grit width in a 60,grit wheel. 



This initial measurement is made before the test commences 
and gives the width of the redressed wheel face. It has 
been found that, due to the cutting forces being applied 
to the hypotenuse of the approach angle alpha, the wheel 
is deflected in a way which lifts the dressed wheel face and 
trailing edge of the wheel from contact with the workpiece. Only 
the grits on alpha and those at the apex are responsible for 
metal removal. 

The above observations suggest that the grinding wheel 
suffers no loss in diameter, and that if the cutting forces 
are removed, the wheel face will return to the no load 
position in which it was first redressed. After work 
has been done, any loss from the leading edge of the wheel 
can be measured by repeating the marking blue technique 
described above. 

The wheel face loss is found by subtracting the second 
measurement from that taken before the wheel was used. 
This difference (given the symbol B in Fig 1) is the length 
of the base of the approach angle alpha, a further side 
being D, the applied depth of cut. As the angle B.D. is 
a right angled triangle, the remaining values may be 
calculated. 

Note:- When the leading edge of the grinding wheel cross 
traverses over the side of the workpiece, the cutting 
forces arc removed, allowing the dressed wheel fact. to return 
to normal no load position. 	Close observation of the surface 
of a workplace which has bcen surface ground will show evidence 
of this wheel return. A very light plunge cut mark will be 
left down the edge of the workpiece surface, equal to the 
unworn width of the wheel face. This can be used to check 
the blue method of measurement. 

2. 	The second method of measurement of alpha is to stop the 
machine table during a cutting pass, and make a trace of the 
form left by the grinding wheel face on the surface of the 
workpiece. 	The Taylor, Taylor Hobson machine (supplied 
by Alfred Herbert Coventry) is ideal for this purpose. 
Fig 3 is a photocopy of a Talisurf trace. This shows alpha 
proportions and enables the chip size calculations to be 
checked es shown on the tracing using the symbols as given 
in Fig 1. 

The basic calculations for the chip shown on the trace 
(Fig 3) would be as follows. 



(b) 	Calculations of E the effective depth of cut per grit, 

L the chip length, a  the approach angle  

E = F tan alpha = F x 	i.e. E = 0.042 x 
.01 

 ins  .  

E = 0.0003 ins. 

This is the self adjusted maximum depth of cut per grit. 

L (chip length) = v/E x Wheel diameter = / 0.0003 x 7 ins = 0.046 ins. 

L = length of chip = L = 0.046 ins.  

Tan Alpha = D = 0.001 = 00  24' 
B 	0.042 

M the maximum depth of grit penetration is not calculated 
as it is influenced by the radial distance the active grits 
are apart. 	This varies, E and L are simple values to 
calculate a d are adequate to interpret the significance of 
alpha proportions and on which to express grinding wheel efficiency. 

2. Intepretation of grinding wheel wear  

(a) The significance of the rreportions of alpha.By variation 
of the variables which control the proportions of alpha, one is 
able 

1. To differentiate between the grit failure due to its 
inability to penetrate the workpiece;  and grit loss drt, 
to lack of poronity in the wheel. 

2. To compare coolants in terms of grinding wheel efficiency. 

3. To compare the machinability characteristics of various 
materials in terms of grinding wheel efficiency. 

4. To predict the life of a grinding wheel when used at 
metal removal rates other than that at which the wheel 
was tested. 

5. To predict the performance of a wheel which is up to 
100% larger nr 25% of the diameter of the tested wheel. 



Examples of the above are presented. 

(b) 	To diagnose the cause of grinding wheel face failure or  
limitation 	This can be caused by three things 

(1) The inability of the grit to withstand penetration 
pressure. 

(2) The lack of adequate chip space (porosity) 

(3) The weakness of the bonding material 

Test result Sheets No. 1, 1A  

These test sheets show the results of a standard wheel 
selection test for a grinding wheel to specification UM, W.A. 
60 IV 

The calculations made are: 

B (measured) = 0.070 ins. 	D (applied) 	= 0.001 ins. 
F applied 	= 0.042 ins. 	L (calculated) 	= 0.0646 ins. 
E calculated = 0.0006 ins. 	 ., 	= 0°  49' 

Symbols are as in Fig 1. 

A (measured) = 0.015 inches per 0.05 cubic inches of metal removed 

Similar tests for grinding wheel specification UN1. W.A. 60 JV were 
made 1.Jth the following results. 

Test Results Sheet No. 2 and 2A  

B = 0.070 ins. 	 D = 0.001 ins 
F = 0.042 ins. 	 E = 0.0006 ins 
L = 0.0646 ins. 

A = 0.0116 ins per 0.05 cubic ins. of metal removed. 

It will be noted that the chip sections in the above two 
cases are identical. 	Only A, the amount of wear on the wheel 
(prof7ression of alpha across the wheel face), hms changed. 
Test results sheets No. 2. 3, 3A and 2A, 4, 4A show similar 
change in A for two other test nhccts to a different specification. 
The change is shown to be 0.016 ins. and 0.012 ins. for similar 
metal removal (0.05 cu. ins). 



Note that E is changed with specification change in the case of 
UN1. W.A. 60 I MD J V when E = 0.0006 ins, while CARECRUNDUM 
7.A.60.I5.VF8 and the J grade in this specification produced 
E = 0.0004 inches. 	This is a comparison of their relative  
efficiencies, as only  the wheel specification was the subject of 
test variation  

If the bond strength of a wheel is too strong, excessive 
wear will be allowed to occur on the grits causing greater grit 
face/work surface contact. This will result in elevated 
temperatures and wheel loading. 	A weak wheel bond will allow 
excessive grit loss before any work is done. This is recognised 
by loss of wheel form and a very clean unused appearance of the 
wheel face. 

(c) To compare coolant efficiency. Tests results sheet No. 5, 
5A, 6 and 6A. These results are records of tests carried out with 
all conditions being similar to those reported on previous results 
sheets except that the grinding wheel specification is changed to 
CAREORUNDUM A.54. J5. V30. This wheel is first used with oil 
coolant as in all previous tests and then, after de-greasing, the 
wheel was filled with sulphur and used dry 	The values of E 
are lower than for previous wheels which, shows that this 54 Grit 
wheel is less efficient. The precise reason is not apparent 
from this single test and should lee found by varying bond strength 
and porosity. 

The values for E for the two coolants are equal at 0.0003_ ins 
It is A which reflects coolant/lubricant efficiency. A coolant does 
not change the porosity, nor is the time during which the alpha 
angle is developing, long enough to show any change in the rate of 
wear on the grits. 	Wher alpha is formed the grits situated upon 
the hypotenuse stay in situ and continue to cut chips at each 
revolution of the grinding wheel until sufficient wear has occurred 
on the cutting points to increase the forces to a value exceeding that 
which the bond of the grit can withstand. The bonds then break and 
the worn grits are displaced from the wheel, thus exposing another 
grit row to continue the task. Test result sheet No. 7 records 
the results of wear measurements made for wheel specification UN1. W.A. 
60 I.V. (See also calculations made on test results sheet No. 1.) 
From Sheet No. 7 the cyclic readjustment of alpha across the wheel 
is evident and it is the volume of metal which is removed between 
each readjustment that is influenced by the efficiency of the coolant. 

A in the Test on cutting oil is equal to 0.010 ins. for each 
0.05 cubic ins. of metal removed. The improvement when using the 
sulphurised wheel, whore A = 0.007 ins. per 0.05 cu. ins. of 
metal removed, is a direct measure of the efficiency of these two 
methods of cooling/lubricating. 



(d) To compare workpiece machinability. The comparative machinability 
of materials.(Fig 4) shows schematically the chip size when the workpiece 
material is changed, oth,,r conditiomremaining constant. The workpiece 
materials are:- 

(1) 8.107 Case hardened gear stool 

This gave a chip section E = 0.000236 and L = 0.0268 ins. 

(2) A through hardened bearing steel E = 0.0%00373 and L = 0.03136 ins  

(3) Hardened gauge plate E = 040066 and L = 0.0681 ins.  
(straight carbon steel) 

All are enual in hardness 700 V.P.N. 

It is seen that as the severity of machinability was reduced 
the chip section became larger and it can be assumed that if the porosity 
of the wheel could accommodate a gauge plate ❑hip of 1.0006 ins., it 
could equally well have accommodated such a chip from the 8.107 steel. 
Hence it must be that the limitation in the case of 8.147 is due to the 
grit not being capable of cutting such a chip and that wheel porosity 
is more than adequate. M is the limiting factor, this is the 
maximum penetration during the formation of the chips. 

This method of differentiating between lack of porosity and 
grit limitation supplements wheel grade changes and is to be preferred 
to changing wheel specification. 	The chip sizes can be used as a 
machinability index, with reference to grinding. 

(e) 	To predict the life per redress of a wheelface when used under  
other than the tested e.nditiens.  

From test results sheet No. 7  it will be seen that the 
leading edge of the wheel suffers a loss of 1.070 inches by the time 
29 sq. ins. of surface area has been ;nand. This area is at 0.001 
depth of cut, hence 0.on9 cubic inches of metal have been removed. 
This is the point where alpha is stable and the wear is now arrested 
until 150 sq. ins, have been ground. Here, 0.025 ins. is lost from 
the wheel width. 310 sq. ins. sees the next adjustment when 0.020 ins 
is lost. Further adjustments occur at 436 sq. ins., 562 sq. ins, 
684 sq. ins., 720 sq. ins and 836 sq. ins. 	The loss on the wheel 
averages out at 0.020 inches per readjustment and for each of these 
losses, approximately 130 sq. inches of surface is gr.►und, or 0.130 
cubic inches at 6.301 depth of cut. From these figures the expected 
life of the wheel face can Ne calculated thus. 

Wheel face width before test (test result sheet No. 7) = 
0.780 ins. loss on wheel face to stabilise alpha = 4.070 ins. = B 
length average loss per readjustment = 0.0P0 inches metal removed 
per above loss = 0.130 cubic inches. When the alpha angle nears 
the trailing edge of the wheel there is a lack of support for the 
grits, and failure occurs. 	It is necessary to allow twice B 



(b) To calculate the performance of a grinding wheel which is  
larger than the tested wheel 

It is possible to predict the performance of a grinding 
wheel made to a similar specification as the test wheel but larger 
or smaller in diameter. 

The size of the approach angle controlling the chip size 
is the criterion and the chip size must remain sensibly unchanged. 
Therefore, if the wheel diameter changes (increases) alpha must 
change to reduce chip length and M back to the original maximum 
and this is a direct geometrical relationship. 

L E x Wheel diameter 

therefore L2  = E x wheel diameter 

and 	L = wheel diameter 

or 	L 	= E 

wheel. dia. 

In the test condition results sheet No. 2 

• = 0.070 
E w  o.0006 

L w  0.0646 
A = 0.0116 

Wheel diameter was 7 inches 
Applying these values to the above equations 

L = 	E x Wheel dia. 	= 	0006 x 7 = 0.0656 ins. 

and 	= 0.0006 x 7 

L
2 

and 	 — 7 	 = o.0006 
c.00p6 	 7 



length for this. Therefore, 

Wheel width 	B (alpha tenths)  x Vol. of metal removed 
Average Loss of Wheel Face per Adj. on Alpha 
per adjustment on each readjustment Vol. removed to form B. 

0.029 +(0.780 - 3 (0.07))  x 0.130 = life in cubic inches of 
.02 	 metal removed. 

TOTAL LIFE = 3.7 cubic inches per redress 
(0.029 being the metal removed to form alpha initially) 

The angle alpha controls the grit task or chip size to a 
near maximum,and if any of the conditions change, then alpha 
changes to reproduce the former chip size. 

Fig 5. shows that alpha does not change if the depth of 
cut is varied, the additional grits being brought into use in 
radial depth. The proportion of the approach angle sides change, 
the angle alpha remaining constant. 	A change in the cross feed 
rate will change alpha (Fig 6). This is due to the additional 
grits being presented on the hypotenuse length of the approach 
angle. After the readjustment of alpha, E is similar to that 
prevailing before the change, hence the chip is idential. 	When 
the surface speed of the table is changed, alpha must change to 
present the grit task uneffected M is the criterion. Fig 7 
shows that E changes when alpha is changed. 	If F (the cross 
food remains constant) M is controlled by E, the depth of cut 
per grit and V.T. the table speed) see Fig I fon,  Symbols) and 
at the decreased depth of cut E. 	Fig 7 (b),in the time T for 
a grit to rotate the reduced arc of contact length, the table 
travelling at increased speed V will produce a depth of penetration 
M equal to that previous to the table speed change and L the 
chip length will also be approximately constant. 

The amount of wheel face lost to form the approach angle 
alpha will influence wheel face life. 

BUT WHEN ALPHA IS STABLE, THE Lan ON THE REMAINING 
WHEEL FACE WILL BE CONSTANT AND NOT INFLUEMED BY THE METAL 
REMOVAL RATE. 

This statement is proved by the fact that when alpha is 
stable the grit task is constant. Therefore rate of wear will 
be constant. 



therefore if we increase the wheel diameter to 14 inches we must 
reduce E to maintain chip sin,!. 	Thus 

2 
	I x 

7 = 7 " 14 
= New E 	L = New E 

14 

= 0.06462 	= 0.0002981 

14 

The new E must be 0.0003 inches and this will be produced 
by B length increasing. Thu opposite action occurs when the 
diameter of the grinding wheel is reduced in size. 

It must be remembered that the life of the grit, when 
alpha is stable, will be proportional to the diameter ratios. 
An example is the change from 7 ins. to 14 inches diameter, - 
the grit life would be doubled, that is A, readjustment volume 
removed ratio would be twice the original. 

The application of the basic test results to cylindrical 
internal and form grinding is being proved by practical tests. 

Fig 8 shows this basic application schematically. 



Test Results Sheet No. 7.  

Grinding wheel selection and wear test 

Conditions:- The machine. Jones and Shipman 540 surface grinder 

Coolant Manchester Oil Refinery Dolphin No. I 

Delivered at 5 pints per minute 

Grinding Wheel Specification 	U.N.1. W.A. 60 I.V. 

Size of wheel 7" dia. I" thick, 1* bore 

Workpiece material  

	

8.107 Case Carbonised. Heat treated 	700 V.P.N. 

Metal removal rate:- 

Depth of cut D 0.001 ins. Cross feed F = 0.042 ins/table 
stroke 

Table speed = 62.5 ft per minute = V. 

Surface area 
ground sq. ins. 

Start 
19 
29 
79 
114 
150 
238 
256 
292 
310 
336 
400 
436 
490  
526 
562 
616 
657 
684 
720 
765 
800 
836 

End of test 

wheel face 
width ins. 

0.780 
0.745 
0.715 

TI 

0.690 

Ti 

0.670 

0.650 
IT  

0.640 
ri 

0.625 
0.605 

0.590 

wheel face 
loss ins. 

0.035 
0.030 
none 

It 

0.025 
none 

TT 

TT 

0.020 
none 

It 

0.oe0 
none 

ft 

0.310 
none 

0.015 
0.020 
rime 

0.015 

V.P.N. 

'759 

T70 

715 

- 

730 

720 

725 

Surface finish 
C.L.A. micro 

ins. 

10 
5 
5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 



Su. . 77- 

The purpose of the new grinding method is to enable a 
numerical appreciation of the grinding process to be made. 
From data gathered during practical tests, the characteristics 
of grinding wheel wear and the effect of changes in process 
conditions can be interpr,ted and the causes of failure and 
limitation in performance specified. 

The comparative efficiency of different wheel and coolants 
may be numerically assessed and suggestions made for their 
improvement. Time standards may be set for the grinding process 
the comparative machinability of materials evaluated, and the 
effectiveness of different designs of the machine tool evaluated 
in terms of metal removal rate. 

The work involved in a complete appreciation of the new 
method of grinding is at an academic and technical level which 
can be undertaken by the tool room machinist. 
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RESULTS SHEET NO. 1. 

GRINDING WHEEL SELECTION TEST 

WHEEL SPECIFICATION: UN1. WW1. IV 

Surface arra 
ground sq. ins. 
Width of wheel 
lost in ins. 
Width of wheel 
left in ins. 
Surface finish 
micro ins CLA 

6o 101 1,37 260 

0.070 0.020 0.010 0.030 

0.930 0.910 0.900 0.870 

40 g st 	- work done to stabilise approach angle cx and wear in Zone B 
su , 	the surface area at constant depth of 0.001 in. taken as one unit 

volume of stuck removed. 

Summary of results 

Loas on H to point a- 	 0.070 inn. 
Lose on A per unit volume of stock removed 	 0.015 ins. 
Total volume of stock removed for tests 	 = 	0.260 cubic iris. 
Loan of wheel in Zane B 	 0.00077 u 
Stock removed for loss in Zone B 	 ' 	0.060 " 	CI 

hoes of wheel in Zone A 	 = 	0.00132 " 
Stuck removed for loss in Zone A 	 = 	0.2 	II 

Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone B 	 78 to r 
Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone A 	 = 	151 to 1 
Number of unit volume lengths on A 	 = 	57 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone B 	 = 	0.060 cubic ins. 
E'stimated Iife of wheel face in Zone A 	 2.85 I 	1. 

Total eatirnated life • ::one A t Zone B 	 = 	2.85 i- 0.050 .. 2.91 
cubic ins. 

Surface finish 	10  

49' 
0.0006 

L 	0.0(A60 

Wheel Width 
I i n 

micro ins. = 

Depth 
0.001 in. 

A - 	0.015 	B ‘ 0.070 ins. 
(Per 0.05 el$L. ins. reproves) 

fiAsre ELF.miwrs OP MINDING WHEEL SELF ArkhZINENT AND NI,..Ah 

Nn. B = BA3P: CV APPROACH ANGLE 	0.070 IES 
ni = APPRUACP AMU: 	= On  49' 3,1 R MAXIMUM GRIT PEEPESTPATION 

FFREVITVE DEMI OF 41:i1T 	pailT = 0,0006 ins V = TABLE SPEED INS. SEC 	2,5 Het 

P, 
A 

= 
-. 

APPLIED 1)10191 OP MT 	 = 
13i1' LEND 9i 	 = 
CONSTANT WEAR FACT 	 -= 

0,001 ins, 
0.0656 ins. 
0.015 1001 0.05 COB It CI. RFROVED 

TDtE FCC am TO ROTATE 
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RESULTS SHEET NO. 1A 

GRINDING WHEEL SELECTION TEST 

WHEEL SPECIFICATION: CARB0RU1 DUI-4 

Surface area 
ground sq. ins. 
Width of wheel 
lost in ins. 
Width of wheel 
left in ins, 
Surface finish 
micro ins -CLA 

11.3 173 290 428 567 700 825 

.055 .025 .015 .015 .020 .018 .022 

.945 .920 .905 .890 .870 .852 .830 

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 

3E-- 113 	work done to stabilise approach angle (t 	and wear in Zone B 
+ 130 = the surface area at constant depth of 0.001 in taken as one unit 

volume of stock removed 

Surrunar~ of results 

Loss on B to point 
Loss on A. per unit volume of stock removed 
Total volume of stock removed for tests 
Loss of wheel in Zone B 
Stock removed for loss in Zone B 
Loss of wheel in Zone A 
Stock removed for loss in Zone A 
Re.tio of work loss to wheel loss Zone B 
R>..t.i.o of work loss to wheel loss Zone A 
Number of unit volume lengths on A 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone B 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone A 
Total-estimated life = Zone A + Zone B 

.055 ins. 

.020 ins. 
1.611 cubic ins. 
.0006 cubic ins. 
.043 cubic ins. 
.00594 cubic ins. 
1.568 cubic ins. 
70 to 1 
262 to 1 
44 
0.043 cubic ins. 
5.78 cubic ins. 
5.823 cubic ins. 

Surface finish 	 micro ins.= 4 

Wheel Width 
I in. 

Depth 
0,001 in. 

A.;# B ti  

A == .020 ins. 	B uk .055 ins. 



RESULTs SHEET NU 2. 

GRINDING WHEEL SELECTION TEST 

WHEEL SPECIFICATION: UNT.M.SAL W.A. 60. J.V,  

Surface area 
ground so ins.  
Width of wheel 
lost in ins. 
Width of when/ 
Left in ins. 
Surface finish 
micro ins.CLA 

24 122 262 367 507 

__ 

	

.7. 

0.070 

0.930 

o.o_so 

0.9013 

o.o3o 0.030 

0.840 

0.020 

0.870 0,820 

24 1P ".= work done to stabilise spin ouch ang e 04 anti wear in Zone H 
4/A rel. the surface area at constant depth of 0 0111 in. take-ii as one unit 

volume of stock removed. 

Summary of results 

Less on 13 to point ,e 
Loss an A per unit volume of stock removed 
Total volume of stock removed for tests 
Lose of wheel in Zone a 
Stock removed for loss in Zone B 
Loss of wheel in Zone A 
Stock removed foe loss in Zone A 
Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone 13 
Ratio of 	loss 10 wheel loss Zone A 
Number of unit volume lengilss on A 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone 13 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone A 
Total estimated life Zone A Zone B 

0.070 MS,. 
13.5116 
0.511( 
0.00077 CII15. Dn. 
0.024 ••.3.313. 
0,00212 CUB. PO. 
0.1477 CUB. Tit]. 
.11 to 1 
192 to 
70 
0.02N OM, Till . 

ths. 
C'IJB. Pc. 

Surface finish 	 mi,2ro ins. = 8 

ri 0,0006 
1.. 0.0611E 
' 0°  101  

Wheel Width 

  

in. 

 

beoth 
0 001 lit. 

    

B 
	

I 

A - 0.0116 	 B 	0.070 
cub. lre. mItat remov4.0 

ED.11F.!fiti 017  tIft ninrtin 	sErs AtsuslIchri• Aim !Oledi 
No, 2A 	 a -• 	 - 	;4:: 

DIA,:11.14114 WIT PEl1t."114.r.-Fi:r 
4,4 = APHIOACH 	0°  49, 	 - 	 ?if-I- 
Ii 	EPERCTIT2 DLrru. ci Cult Pp19. Gia•l• 	0.0006 

	
V:Af 

nprtma) 1111111 Ot.• COT 	 0,001 	JE:3 
CHIP Lraani 	 = 0.0646 
00ifiTANT tlliAR rill CI, 	 4  0.0116 1tII. PPli 0.05 ins. Rvmovui. 
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RESULTS SHEET NO. 2A 

GRINDING WHEEL SELECTION TEST 

WHEEL SPECIFICATION: CARBORUNDUM 5A-60-J-V50 

Surface area 
ground sq, ins. 
Width of wheel 
lost in ins. 
Width of wheel 
left in ins, 
Surface finish 
micro ins .CLA 

63 151 242 352 456 549 659 

0.055 0.017 0.020 0.015 0.012 0.020 0.020 

0.955 .938 .918 .903 .891 .871 .851 

4 4 3 4 4 4 4 

-5e. 63 g. work done to stabilise approach angle a and wear in Zone B 
+ 103 v. the surface area at constant depth of 0.001 in. taken as one unit 

volume of stock removed. 

Summar~r of results 

Loss on B to point -3E-- 

Loss on A per unit volume of stock removed 
Total. volume of stock removed for tests 
Loss of wheel in Zone B 
Stock removed for loss in Zone B 
Loss of wheel in Zone A 
Stock removed for loss in Zone A 
Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone B 
Rh..tio of work loss to wheel loss Zone A 
Number of unit volume lengths on A 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone B 
Estim.at6d life of wheel face in Zone A 
Total-estimated life - Zone A + Zone B 

Surface finish 	 micro 

. Wheel Width 
1.010 inches - 

• 

le-A> 	Ba y 

0.055 inns . 

tr- 0.017 ins. 
▪ 1.682 cubic ins. 

0.0006 cubic ins. 
0▪  .063 cubic ins. 

cr.. 0.00704 cubic ins. 
= 1.619 cubic ins. 
= 105 to 1 
= 230 to 1 
= 53 

0.063 cubic ins. 
= 5.457 cubic ins. 
7: 5.457 + 0.063 

1:31 5.52 cubic ins. 

71 4 CLA 

j 
Depth 
0.001 in. 

A Es 017 inches 	B 	055 inches 



RESULTS SHEET NO. 3. 

GRINDING WHEEL SELECTION TEST 

WHEEL SPECIFICATION; 7.5.60-15-VP8 

Surface area 
ground till-ins. 
Width of wheel 
lost in ins. 
Width of wheel 
left in ins. 
Surface finish 
micro ins.CLA 

Start 105 140 175 210 245 2(30 

Hone 0.100 0.010 0.020 0.010 0.220 0.005 

0.900 0.880 0.870 0.850 0.840 0.820 0.815 

100 ry.  - work done to stab Ilse approach ang e ot an I wear in Zone B 
6.0  sr ,r1 the surface area at constant depth of 11 001 it - taken as one unit 

volume of stock removed. 

Summary of results 

Loss on B to point ie 
Loss on A per unit volume of stock removed 
Total volume of stock removed for tests 
Lams of wheel in Zone H 
Stock removed for loss in Zone El 
Lose of wheel in Zone A 
Stock removed for loss in Zone A 
Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone B 
Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone A 
Number of unit volume lengths on A 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone B 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone A 
Total estimated life - Zone A + Zone B 

0,100 inn. 
0,016 . 50 sq. tun. 
0.350 cob, its 
0.001/ cub. DT:. 

0.105 cub. Ins. 
- 0.00176 cub. ins.. 

0.245 cub. Inc. 
95 to 1 
142 to 1 

- 55 
0.105 
0.05 x F i = 2.62 
2.62 i- 0.105 . 2.725 

 

Surface finish 	8 	micro ins 

 

E 4 .0004 
L .053 

0(}54 

 

Wheel Width 
i 

 

Depth 
0. 001 in. 

     

	

I.- 	41-• 

0.016 ine. 	B 	0.100 ins. 

Flo. 3 .A 	 BASIC 	 calmorao WHEEL 1-111Q.,F ALIILentiTadr AND WIE.11/1  

F1 =- iIA5E1 OF APPROJ.:11 AT11.1E = 0.100 INS 
= MAXIMUM Mil' 1'1•111.:911..A'riON 

V = TA111i: 1.3PEBD I113. SEC. 	2.5 INS 
T 	TIKE I,Olt Oa IT '10 lial'ATE 
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E = 	EFFECTIVE DI,T111 CF cirr pul C31.11 = 0.00(.1 

APPLIED DRP'111 OF UST 	0.001 INS. 
LEN17111 	 0.055 IRS. 

A 	CI:11,0'11MT WEAR FACt; 	= 0.016 1 til  
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RESULTS SHEET NO. 4, 

GRINDING WHEEL SELECTION TEST 

WHEEL SPECIFICATION: t..eborundtun 7A 60 .15 VP8 

Surface area 
ground sq. ins 
Width of wheel 
lost in ins 
Width of wheel 
left in ins. 
Surface finish 
micro ins CLA 

Start 114 146 162 

None 

1.000 

0.100 

0.900 

0,005 0.015 0.010 0.005 

0.845 0.880 0.870 0.865 

'Str  t ." • work done to stab /Lae approach ang e CV and wear in Zone H 
g"'Hs the surface area at constant depth of 0.001 in Liken us one unit 

volume of stock removed. 

Summary of results 

Loss on B to lioint 
1.oss on A per milt volume stork removed 
Total volume of stock removed for tests 
Loss of wheel in Zone H 

Stock removed for loss Lit Zone B 
Loss of wheel in Zone A 
Stock removed for loss in Zone A 
natio of work loss to wheel loss Zone 13 
RAO of work loss ill WhattA loss Zone A 
Nantlier of unit idrunit.' lengths on A 
E.-tialated life of wheel face in Zone B 
I.:summed life of wheel face in Zone A 
'rola' estimated lift- Zone A i Zone fl 

0.100 fns 

0.012 let; 
0.162 cubic. ins. 
0.0011 " 

0.056 " 
0.00077 " 	rr 

0.112 " 
40.6 to 1 
1115 to, 1 
75 - :5 for x = 72 
0.050 etiblEt till. 

s 	72 x  5.6 	3.6 cubic Iris. 
0.050 1-5.6 - 5.65 euti.inii 

Surface fmish 	10 	micro his. 

Wheel Width 

/44  
A.I 	B I 

A 	0.012 Iris. 	13 - 0.100 ins. 
(0" cub. Ira.) 

	

t1A0 TC F.1.151Hr•P':; [71-' 1.41/.1..11:4711 	 A15.111ItYlVFAIT AND 1411:Ali  

	

= 	 Ati1111,. 	= 0.100 1115 

	

4 = 	 Pfirfli.-1.1tATION 
LIPVtia itg;. 	= 2.5 Ills 

T 	TIMe: 10011. 	1101'1W.E 

THE WORKPIECE 

- 0,1)0,111 
	 1 in 

i 	L 
• -1 	:AO 

Depth 
0.001 in. 

T 

No. t1t 

= 	A l'HiOft tiff A PILL 	=- 00  50 

Fi -= 	 01.11wflt 010 	0ti 	= 0.0(hi  1141 

AP1'1.1ED 11i.:1•111 01, 	 = 0.001 1,!; 

L - 	IAlleent 	 101i 

A = coicapair 	 t1.01:' i;r; 



RESULTS SHEET NO. 5, 

GRINDING WHEEL SELECTION TEST 

WHEEL SPECIFICATION: 454 J5 - V30 

Surface area 
ground fig ins 
Width of wheel 
lost in ins. 
Width of wheel 
left in ins. 
Surface finish 
micro ins CLA 

88 184 289 390  456 

0.140 0.020 0.010 0.010 0.010 

0.860 0.840 0.830 0.820 0.810 

741 725 741 725 713 

r 	o 3* 	- work done to stab.  hse approach zing e 0( and wear in Zone H 
0-0  So r.r 	the surface area at constant depth of 0.001 in. taken as one unit 

volume of stork removed. 

Summary of results 

Loss on B to point it 	 0.1110 itn. 
Loss on A per unit volume of stock removed 	 0.007 TIE 

0.456 CUBIC INS. Total volume of stock removed for tests 
Loss of wheel in Zone B 	 = 	0.00154 " 	

11 

Stock removed for 1051d fit Zone 13 	 0.088 " 	r. 

0 . 0011 ' 
50i ti 

 
3) I  " 

Loss of wheel in Zone A 	 .. 	 ,, 

7 
 Stock removed for loss in Zone A 

Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone B 	 = 
Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone A 	 . 	331k  to 1 
Number of unit volume lengths on A 	 114 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone B 	 0.000 (um no. 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone A 	 tt 	5.7 	" 	o 

Ti.Eni ,itimaied life Zone A 4 Zone B 	 5.708 " 

'terrace finish 10 	micro ins. 

 

Wheel Width 
I in. 

1.-A.1(-- B. 

 

F: 0.0003" 
L - 0.0456" 

00  ate 
Depth 
0.001 in. 

  

* A 	0.1107 ter 	B 
(1v.2r 0.0n Nib. I 	) 

0.140 Ins 

N.. 5.1 

tx 	APIDOACM ANGLE 	 . Oc.  .24°  

P. 	EFFECTIVE DEPTH Cie CUT P1)1 :lit P1 -- 0.0110 itr. 

0 	APPLIED ilerTli OP CUT 	 - 0...t0i lit; 

-= 	CHIP ht.:n(7191 	 ' ').0,e',  I it; 

A 	. COISTAIR WAR Flux 	-- :Lilt=(  HE 

THE GI7INDING WHEEL 
Curb. 	 tr5o 

RAS r HI:MEWL 	611 	,./110.1. SEW AD.M.1114PINf AND WPAlt  

if 	BASE OP APPROACH ANGLE a 0.140 1113 
-= VAXIMUM 51117' PENLIDIATION 

SPF.11) 	sEc. = 2.5 INS 
T =1.311k FON 00/1"0 ItCA'ATE 
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RESULTS SHEET NO6 

GRINDING WHEEL SELECTION TEST 

WHEEL SPECIFICATION: A 54-J5-V30 

Surface area 
ground sq_ ins. 
Width of wheel 
lost in ins. 
Width of wheel 
left in ins_ 
Surface finish 
micro ins.CLA 

140 27 319 39b 498 

0.14C 000 0.125 0.015 0.025 

0.860 0.860 0.855 0.620 0./95 

• 65,",  - work done to stabilise approach angle ac  and wear in Zone B 
• g9 •••• the surface area at constant depth of 0.001 in taken as one unit 

volume of stock removed. 

Summary of results 

Loss on B to point 
Loss on A per unit volume of stock removed 
Total volume of stock removed for tests 
Loss of wheel in Zone R 
Stock removed for loss in Zone B 
Loss of wheel in Zone A 
Stock removed for loss in Zone A 
Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone B 
Ratio of wurk loss to wheel loss Zone A 
Number of unit volume lengths on A 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone B 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone A 
Total cstimated life - Zone A 4 Zone B 

0.140 ins. 
0.010 ins. 

• 0.00154 cut.ins.  
• 0.140 eub.ins. 
• 0.00143 sus . n5. 

0.551] cub. ins. 
o 91 to 1 

225 to 1 

• o0 
▪ 0.140 cub. ina. 

4.00 cub.ini. 
• 4.00+140 s 4..40 	ins. 

Surface f intsit 	11,. 	micro ins. 

  

Wheel Width 
1 in. Ti 

- B .  

I 
Depth 
0 001 in. 

T 
• . 0(J03 
• = .0456 
of v ($)241  

 

 

 

A 	0.010 ins. 	B 	0.140 Jab. 

(per 0.05 	.inn.) 

 

!:.,. 6.4 	 BA:31C 	 Au.111.11.1.4T 	17.1%•11. 

U 	UP ALi1“4,..LA AnG...; .140 ins. 
M = rA..tirUP 

J-LLD 	SEC. 	= 2.5 ins. 
T 	Ka! chiT TO BOTAL 

,.-.. . .,,.flitOkCH ANar. 	 = 0241  
'Z. = i.r,TX:11VE v]....efh Or GUT 'Eh .itIT . 0.0(.03 ins. 
ii ,  1,,J..U.,Ad DLYTh OF CUT i-Vit iTaIT 	= 0.001 in,. 
r 	., 'il i L17Aarii 	 = 0.045 1nr5. 

; - ,:o!,  TAra weia eAck. 	 = 0.01c ins. 
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Ain A 

- APPROACH AOGLE = 00  411' 
E • EVFELTIVE IfiTHI OF CUT PEB GRIT - 0.00058 Ira 
O a 	APPLIED DEPT: < OF CUP = 0.001 INS 

= CHIP LENGTH 	0.065,, INS 
A = CONSTAUT WEAH FACE = 0.032 TIll pm 750 MIN GROUND 

CART). 7.0.A .60 T .5 .VP 3111 
THE GRINDING WHEEL 

THE WORKPIEcE 	REx 4048 !VT TO 79 COLE 	IRS. 

BASIC  LI.E14.111:3 ,77 	ltI0II40 WHEEL SELF ADJUSTMENT AHD WEAR 

= BASE OF APPROACH ANGLE 0.070 IRIS 
1,1 - MAXIMUM UNIT PitNEIttATION 
V = TABLE SPEED INS. SEC. 2.5 IRS 
T = TIME FOR GIIPT TO ROTATE 
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RESULTS SHEET NO. 7 

(MINDING WHEEL SELECTION TEST 

WHEEL SPECIFICATION: Carb. 7.D.A. 60 1.5. VF.D1.11 

Surface area 
ground so ins. 
Width of wheel 
lost in ins. 
Width of wheel 
left in 
Surface finish 
micro inseLA 

Start 72 750 1500 2250 3000 3750 

None 

1.000 

0.070 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.040 

0.930 0.900 0.870 0.840 0.810 0.770 

L - 
,. to 8 7 7 7 7 '7 

- work done to stabilise approach angle 	and wear in Znne 13 
„„ 	the surface area at conatnot depth of 0.001 in. taken as one unit 

volume of stock removed. 
Vanchestor Oil Refinery. Dolphin No. 1. 011 Coolant 

Summary of results  

Loss on 11 to point 3E,  
Loss on A per unit volume of stock removed 
Total volume of stock removed for tests 
Loss of wheel in Zone 13 
Stock removed for loss in Zone B 
Loss of wheel in Zone A 
Stack removed for lose tit Zone A 
Ratio of work loss to wheel loss Zone 13 
Ratio of work loss to wheel Inns Zone A 
Number of unit volume lengths on A 
Estimated life of WIWel face in 21orie B 
Estimated life of wheel face in Zone A 
Total estimated life Zone A I Zone B 

0.070 TIE 
0.032 DC 
3.750 CUB. INS 

O. 00077 " 
0,072 " 

• 0.00352 " 

'.678 " 
100 to 1 approx 
1000 to 1 approx. 
30 
0.072 CUB. DC 

(30 - 2) x .750 
23.572 CUB. 

Surface finish 	 micro ins. = 7 

Wheel Width 

0.00058 
I. = 0.0634 
0( = 	48' 

1 in. 

 

Depth 
0.001 in. 

  

lo- 

 

A 	0.032 tna_ 	B 	G70 ins 

(lair 0.750  rub. tile) 


